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If you’ve registered a domain name
before and never used it, then you
are not alone. Hundreds of domain
names are registered every day for
various purposes, and most of them
are never utilized. Most of these
domain owners eventually stop
paying the registration costs, and the
domains become inactive. Some go a
step further to create websites with
domains. They create content and
build links around the domain to
drive traffic.

The issue, however, is that most of
them eventually lose interest in these
projects. They run out of steam when
they realize that the project isn't
bringing in enough money as they
had expected. 

Many internet investors come in with
the mindset of making an instant
success. Building a large business
that brings in thousands of dollars
every month, but when that doesn’t
happen, they see their website as 
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more hassle than it is worth. So at the
end of the day, all of these domains,
with all of the work that went into
them, are abandoned.

This is a regular occurrence and a
major disaster for anyone looking to
earn from online investments.

However, the whole situation
provides a fantastic opportunity for
entrepreneurs like you who want to
use abandoned domains to generate
high-quality traffic to their websites
and marketing offers. There's no
doubt about that. These abandoned
domains can make you lots of money
if you know what you're doing.

This manual will guide you through
finding the opportunities that expired
domains offer. It will walk you
through the specific advantages of
investing in expired domains and
show you the top strategies for
identifying old domains that will
benefit you.

Keep reading to find out more.



The Domain
Hunter Gatherer
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The Need For Traffic!

Chapter 1

Traffic generation is an all-important aspect
of making money online. Without traffic,
you won't make any money from your
online investments. This is an important
rule to keep in mind as you build your
online empire. Whether you are an internet
marketer, blogger, affiliate marketer, or
social media promoter, you are in big
trouble if you can’t figure out how to
generate traffic.

Nobody will pay you for ads on your blog if
it doesn't have a large following. Nobody
will pay you commissions if you promote
affiliate links and no one is clicking or
buying through them. This is fundamental.
There are no two ways about it.

Regrettably, a large number of Internet
marketers are utterly unaware of this. The
king of the internet isn't content, and it's
traffic. It doesn’t matter what you've heard
before. You are wasting your time online if
you do not have traffic or know how to
build traffic. 

If you're unsure about how to solve your
traffic challenges, the odds of your online
marketing efforts failing are higher than
you think.

01
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Are You Driving
In Enough
Traffic?
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Like many others, you may think you have a
valuable online strategy to drive ad sales or
commissions. Of course, you may have
several high-quality contents to ensure any
visitor to your site converts. 

This could very well be the case, but the
issue is that if you do not drive enough
traffic to your online investments, you
might not make any money. 

The only way to make a respectable income
is to drive enough traffic to your website. 
And when it comes to traffic generation,
the first thing you should do is determine
the amount of traffic you need and then
work to attain and exceed it.



Is Your Traffic
Targeted?

Even if you can get a large volume of traffic
to your online property, it may not be
enough to fix the issue and increase your
revenue. For instance, you’ll be wasting
your time if you generate a lot of traffic
from individuals looking for fidget spinners
and then dump it all on a website that sells
smartphones. 

While a few of those people may buy from
you, there’s no certainty, and you’ll be
wasting a bulk of that traffic. The traffic's
return on investment would also be
insufficient to keep the business afloat.

So if you must generate traffic, ensure that
the traffic is targeted. Because the more
targeted your visitors are, the higher the
chances of converting. 
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W H A T
Y O U

S H O U L D
K N O W

A B O U T
E X P I R E D

D O M A I N S

What You Should Know
About Expired Domains

Chapter 2

As mentioned earlier, expired domains have been registered by
individuals, businesses, or organizations but weren't renewed after the
contract ended or deliberately terminated. That means that they are
available for re-registration.

Expired domains are a goldmine for an online entrepreneur. You can
simply re-register these expired domains and enjoy the following benefits.

Inflow of Direct Traffic From Expired Domains

Depending on the domain you purchase, it may have
significant traffic. Domains registered by local media are
among the most common examples of large volume
traffic domains. For example, if an online newspaper with
the domain name ‘newspaper.com’ that was popular
some time back runs out of business. During its
functional days, it must have received tons of traffic
because it's a newspaper, and the fact is that after being
shut down, there'll still be people trying in
newspaper.com on their browsers trying to access the
website.

Most of these people are used to visiting the website, so
they’ll keep trying to visit it via the domain name, making
it a highly significant traffic source. So while the domain
no longer has a website associated with it, it can still drive
traffic.
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Traffic-Generation
Potential of
Expired Domains
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When a domain is registered and used to build
a website, it attracts links from other websites,
especially if you keep it up for an extended
period. When the blog dies, however, those
other bloggers may not be aware that your
blog is no longer active and their outgoing
connections are no longer active. There's a
good chance they're also linked to hundreds
of other sites.

Other blogs don't have the time or resources
to manually check all of their outgoing links –
which is why there are so many old domains
with many valuable backlinks. 

Checking for backlinks is also one of the
essential criteria when choosing an expired
domain name to buy. A domain might be very
profitable to own if it has lots of backlinks
(websites linking to it).

Backlinks signal authority to search engines,
which helps to increase the search engine
ranking of the website you create with the
expired domain name. Not only will your
revived website be displayed higher in search
results again, but the websites the expired
domain is linking to may also experience a
bump in search engine performance. And
higher search engine ranking means more
traffic.



Existing Site
Connections

Websites and blogs, just like humans, have
connections. If the domain you purchased
is a well-known and reputable brand in a
specific area, it is almost certain to have
links to other websites. This can help you in
a couple of ways.

For starters, there will be a large number of
backlinks. I've already explained why this is
such a significant benefit. The second
advantage is that you will be mentioned on
social media. An online property develops a
social media brand when people mention
the domain on Facebook, Twitter, and
other social media platforms.

This is highly valuable. It’s what
distinguishes successful brands from
struggling brands and spam web
properties. Your social media footprint
would be one factor considered by
potential site purchasers when calculating
how much your website is worth.
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Furthermore, the more social media
mentions an expired domain receives, the
more likely it is to receive residual social
media direct traffic.

So, in essence, buying old domains fixes the
most, if not all, of your fundamental traffic
issues. You get direct traffic that is already
there. It helps you to rank higher and
generate traffic from search engines. You
also purchase immediate connections with
other blogs that would have taken years to
build. 

Gaining credibility and becoming an
authority in any niche takes a long time.
You can save a lot of time and money and
avoid the hassle of developing a new brand
by purchasing an abandoned domain name
that has already acquired some credibility.
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The Branding 
Benefits Of 
Expired Domains

Google continually emphasizes the value of
branding. Google CEO Eric Schmidt has said
Google considers brand establishment as
an essential component in the future of
digital publishing. People who take the
time, effort, and trouble to develop an
online brand are less likely to spam, which
is why brands are so crucial to Google.
They're less willing to take chances with
their brand's content.

It takes money, time, and hard work to
build a brand. Why would you throw it all
away by spamming, abusing people, or
generally putting out low-quality content?

It's no surprise that Google favors online
brands because they make their job much
easier for them. Compared to a no-name,
no-brand backlink, Google is far more likely
to view the value of a link from an
established online brand with greater
significance.

Now, if you're starting to build an internet
brand, it will take time. It will also require
building the right connections, a significant
amount of effort, and in some cases, a
great deal of luck. 

T H E
B R A N D

I N G
B E N E F I T S

O F  
E X P I R E D

D O M A I N S
For instance, you may be putting a lot of
time, effort, and money into developing a
solid brand. However, established, almost
monolithic companies in your niche may
prevent you from gaining much traction.

It's all very unfortunate. But it's a situation
that far too many new web publishers find
themselves in. Buying aged domains in
your field is one way you can bypass all of
that and buy yourself a shortcut. So we can
say older domains aid in the development
of a brand.

When you purchase an expired domain for
branding purposes, there is a good
probability that many people are already
familiar with the brand. The expired
domain may not be a popular brand name.
It may not even be a regional brand. But,
on some level or another, it is a well-known
brand. This can be a huge advantage
compared to starting from the beginning. 
In truth, there isn't a comparison to be
made. When you buy an expired domain,
every day you’re supposed to spend
attempting to establish a strong brand is
spent trying to monetize that brand. I hope
this makes sense.
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Existing Notoriety on
Social Media

The third form of notoriety you should pay
attention to is social media notoriety,
assessed by backlinks and blog attention
paid to your domain name. The more well-
known experts and influencers mention
your domain name on Twitter and
Facebook, the more credible it seems. This
is especially true for small niches.

It can take a long time to gain this kind of
social media recognition, and it requires a
substantial sum of money. You'd have to
hire either a local American social media
promoter or virtual assistants from India,
Pakistan, or the Philippines to reach out to
these people.

This requires a significant effort and
will undoubtedly take a long time.
Additionally, the outcomes are far from
certain.

E X I S T I N G
N O T O R I E

T Y  O N
S O C I A L
M E D I A

You can avoid all of that extra hassle by
purchasing an older domain that already
includes social media signals. You get a pre-
made product that has taken a lot of time,
work, and sweat to put together. It will all
cost you less than $20 if you play your
cards well. This is a fantastic deal. 

If you believe in the adage that "time is
money," this is your best deal.

Another thing is that it’s considerably easier
to enhance, restore, and fine-tune the
brand appeal of a branded domain once
you've purchased it. This distinguishes
branded expired domains from keyword
domains or domains of inferior quality. 
There's no getting around it. You can
establish a strong brand faster and less by
using older domains.



H O W  T O
U S E  A G E D
D O M A I N S

T O
I N C R E A S E

T R A F F I C
V O L U M E

How to Use Aged Domains to
Increase Traffic Volume03

Chapter 3

There are several ways to generate traffic when you buy an expired
domain. Simply redirecting that domain and its traffic to your website is a
good method you can benefit from.

Depending on the domain you choose, a significant number of users may
still be typing the domain name directly into their browser. This is a
fantastic source of free traffic. You can obtain a lot of traffic by redirecting
your domain to your target website. However, keep the following alternate
traffic management and enhancement strategies in mind to boost your
traffic volume.

Create a Website That Can Be BrandedCreate a Website That Can Be Branded

The domain you chose may have previously been linked to
a functional website. You can duplicate that website and
divert a significant portion of its present traffic. You can
also increase visitors’ engagement by expanding your
website's general architecture. 

The goal of this plan should be to improve your brand's
overall attractiveness, and it requires an emphasis on
content and value to the end-user. 
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Existing Backlinks And
Social Share Profiles
Redirected To An
Existing Website.
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The next strategy for increasing traffic is
simply to redirect specified pages from the
domain's website to matching pages on a
target website. 

You will benefit from the domain's previous
search engine optimization this way. Search
engines view each backlink as a vote of
confidence. The more links your website has,
the more Google believes other websites are
endorsing its reliability and quality.

Search engines also use social sharing and
social signals as indirect votes. They don't
consider them direct ties, but they do have a
good impact on some level. You can succeed
in improving your site’s search engine rankings
by redirecting existing backlinks from an
expired domain to it.



Improve SEO by
Creating an Expired
Domain Network

You can simply do one thing to boost your
expired domain traffic-generation efforts.
Purchase many deleted domains and then
create websites to grab their backlink
footprints. 

Using Archive.org's Wayback Machine, you
can see what these dead pages look like.
The Wayback Machine is a massive archive
of snapshots of defunct websites at various
stages in their lives. 

Type in the expired domain you have in the
Wayback Machine. Look at how it looked
like before and duplicate it. This allows you
to resurrect the backlink footprint of
specific pages on the defunct website your
abandoned domain was affiliated with.

If you do this with all of your network's
dropped domains, you'll end up with an
extensive SEO network with strong backlink
networks. The next stage is to link your
target website to this network of
resurrected expired domain sites.
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So, for instance, an SEO professional that
wants to boost his search engine ranking
can buy an extensive network of expired
domain names. And then restore the
content pages that existed on these
defunct domains after looking at them
through a tool like the Wayback Machine.

The good news is that rebuilding the
website doesn’t necessarily require coding
or investing in expensive hosting plans. You
can resurrect the dead sites associated with
your old domains using WordPress or
Blogger with free template designs.

I M P R O V E
S E O  B Y

C R E A T I N G
A N

E X P I R E D
D O M A I N

N E T W O R K



M A K I N G
M O N E Y

W I T H
E X P I R E D

D O M A I N S

When most people think about income, they usually
think of active income. This is money earned
through hard labor. You get compensated for the
day you show up for work. You will not be paid if you
do not show up on the scheduled day.

The issue is that it is a very inefficient means of
earning money. Wealthy people generate passive
income. That's correct. Even when they are sleeping
at home, they are earning money. They continue to
make money even when they are on holiday in the
Caribbean. Even after they die, they continue to
make money, which their successors appreciate.

You must create passive income if you want to be
rich. Surprisingly, the internet is a gold mine when it
comes to passive income prospects. Buying, selling,
and developing aging domains is one of the most
exciting possibilities for creating a passive income.
This is how to go about it.

Making Money with 
Expired Domains04

Chapter 4
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Let me explain the difference between a
passive income stream and an active
income stream before I go into more depth
about how to create your own aged domain
passive income plan. 

The concept of active income streams is
easy to understand. With active income,
you show up somewhere and are
compensated for your efforts. You
freelance and get paid online. It's not
difficult to understand. You act, and then
you are compensated for it.

The issue is that you don't get paid if you
don't act. You must perform to be
compensated and will only be
compensated once. However, you only
work once with passive income and get
paid continuously. 

The book you are currently reading is an
excellent example of this. The book
required that you write it once. Every time
someone buys it, I earn. This is a form of
passive income. I hope you can see what
I'm getting at.

Passive Vs. Active IncomePassive Vs. Active Income
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If you want to spend more time with your
family and live a more meaningful life, you
should focus a large portion of your income
and wealth on passive income. This is why
I'm so interested in expired domains. 

For the time, effort, and money you put
into locating them, you will be rewarded
many times over. 

The intriguing thing about old domains is
that they are plentiful. Why?

People all around the world frequently
register domains, work hard to build them,
and then abandon them for various
reasons. This is a fantastic opportunity for
you to simply grab it and profit from all of
their unpaid efforts. That is precisely what
it all boils down to. 

These people had lost trust in what they
were doing for various reasons. They
missed the opportunity and left these gold
mines lying around. You simply swoop in,
seize them, and either sell them or use
them to develop an online profit-making
empire. Here are some ways you can go
about doing it.



Make Money
Selling Domains
on Auction Sites

If you're looking for a quick way to make
money, selling old domains might be the
way forward. All you have to do is look for
old domains in a hot niche and buy them
for small amounts. 

Then proceed to domain auction sites
specializing in domain transfers like
Flippa.com or Sedo.com. Godaddy,
NameCheap, Name, and other domain
websites also have expired domain
auctions.

These are the two most popular domain
auction sales sites. There is also a wide
range of other domain-flipping and
domain-brokerage websites where users
buy and sell expired domain names.

I recommend Flippa because the folks who
regularly visit the platform search for
bargains domains are pros. They
understand the value of old domains. They
aren't the type to haggle over prices with
you and will only place a bid if they believe
the domain is valuable.
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M A K E
M O N E Y

S E L L I N G
D O M A I N S
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Sell Template-Based
Domains That Have Been
Around For A While.

If you have additional time, I strongly advise
you to go the extra mile and develop the
expired domains. The domains were
connected websites, but those websites
became inaccessible when the domain
registration expired.

The website then vanished from the
internet. However, a snapshot of that
website can still be found using
Archive.org's Wayback Machine.

You can go back in time and look at
snapshots of the old domain to resurrect
the content of that long-dead domain. Of
course, you shouldn't plagiarize the
content. This would be a copyright
violation. You should instead create your
own version of the information. Make sure
you don't change the content too much;
otherwise, the backlinks to these
resurrection pages will suffer.

The next step is to sell them on Flippa after
you've restored the website using
WordPress templates. Instead of merely
raw domain names, you can get extra
money for complete websites. 
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Older domain buyers are looking for
entirely constructed websites to make
their lives easier. They'll almost likely
use these resurrected websites to
create their own secret link network for
SEO purposes.

I've seen resurrected websites sell for
thousands of dollars. I wouldn't be
surprised if you sold the domain for a
few thousand dollars if you're in a really
competitive field.
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Make Profit Selling
Links With A Private
Blog Network.

You can even make more money selling
links if you buy enough old domains and
revive the websites associated with them.
Instead of merely flipping these sites after
they've been brought back to life, you can
keep them and sell links to them. 

Website owners and online business
owners continuously seek strategies to
improve their SEO rankings. They are well
aware that their search engine results can
improve if they purchase these links from
highly targeted and niche-related websites.
So it's not surprising that there's a
considerable demand for top-ranking
niche-related backlinks. 

M A K E
P R O F I T

S E L L I N G
L I N K S

W I T H  A
P R I V A T E

B L O G
N E T W O R

K .

It takes very little time to set up a private
blog network. The only things you'll need
are the expired domain names, WordPress
or Blogger, and Archive.org's Wayback
Machine. 

Once you've resurrected your domains and
developed a network of expired-domain
websites, you can go to websites like
BlackHatWorld.com and other marketing
forums to sell your links. 

The benefit of this is that you can make
money on a fixed or recurrent monthly
basis. Depending on its appeal, people can
also pay rent for link placement on your
aged domain private blog network. 

PBN networks have sold link placements
for as much as $2,000 a month from
available information. That is the value of
private blog networks. Using old domains,
you can create your own for very little
money.



F I N D I N G
O L D E R

D O M A I N S
T H E

T R A D I T I O
N A L  W A Y

You're probably eager to get started now that I've
piqued your interest in the passive revenue
potential of old domains. You're probably itching to
go out and buy all the old domains you can find. Not
so fast! There's a lot more to the story. If you just go
out and look for old domains the traditional way,
you'll wind up spending too much money and not
making a profit.

There's no denying it. Finding old domains the
traditional way is usually a waste of money. Take a
look at the approaches listed below to discover why I
don't suggest them.

Finding Older Domains 
the Traditional Way

Chapter 5
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Buy Expired
Domains on
Auction Sites
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The worth of old domains is well known
among domain owners, website owners,
online entrepreneurs, and domain
speculators. This is why there is such a large
aftermarket for domains that have expired.
There are also auction sites dedicated solely to
this type of domain.

The convenience of using auction sites to
acquire your network of old domains is a
significant benefit. Firstly, you’ll have a lot of
names to choose from. You’ll also be able to
choose based on categories. If you're building
a private blog network, keep in mind that
people who use the PBN are susceptible to
spam. They hunt for specific types while
ignoring others.

If you acquire aged names through an auction
site, your chances of finding domains in a
given category are substantially higher than
using the traditional method. Furthermore,
auction sites seek to acquire brandable names
that have been dropped. These are some of
the benefits.

Unfortunately, in my opinion, the
drawbacks outweigh them.
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What are the disadvantages
of using a domain auction
site for expired domains?

For starters, they are costly. These
individuals do not invest the time and effort
required to collect these abandoned
domains and then sell them for pennies on
the dollar. Dropped domains have sold for
$30,000 or more in the past. The more
valuable the domain's niche, the more
expensive it is.

If you find yourself in such a
situation, you are most likely the
only genuine buyer. These folks are
deceiving you and attempting to
defraud you. The actual cost of the
dropped domain you're buying is
most likely nowhere near the
hundreds of dollars you're being
duped into paying.

Second, it's all too simple for your expenses
to go out of hand. When you spend
thousands of dollars on a domain name,
you're usually pressured to spend much
more money establishing a top-notch web
property based on that domain. 

Finally, and this is the deal-breaker for me,
a large number of these auction sites are
scammers. There have been instances
where domain auctions have been rigged.
Although the domain appears to be about
to sell for $5,000, the actual bids are placed
by either employees or partners of the
domain vendor.

02
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Buy Expired
Domains On 
Forums

Online forums are another typical place to
look for abandoned domains. As I said
previously, the internet is full of online
marketing, Internet marketing, affiliate
marketing, and webmaster forums. 

The fantastic thing about these forums is
that they allow you to buy and sell online
properties, including domain names in
certain sections.

These forums are incredibly user-friendly.
It's simple to find available domains. 

Another thing is that most of the
merchants on forums are eager to sell.
They're willing to work out a deal.
Furthermore, you will not be ensnared in a
scam where you believe you are bidding on
a name worth thousands of dollars while
the majority of bidders are phony.

When you buy domains on a forum, you're
dealing with a single person. It's all about
bargaining. If you can persuade the seller
to cut the price, you'll almost certainly be
able to get the dropped domain at a
discount.
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Buying names from a forum, on the other
hand, is not a slam dunk. There are several
significant drawbacks to consider. To begin
with, selection can be sporadic. For
instance, if you're seeking finance domains
because you want to sell links in that niche,
it's impossible to say whether or not the
forums where you're buying an expired
domain name will those in stock. 

It's essential to keep in mind that inventory
changes throughout time. Once a domain
name is sold on a forum, the seller is
unlikely to return or have additional
domains in the same categories.

Another issue with forums is the
prevalence of bait-and-switch schemes.
Although there are no pump-and-dump
schemes like those seen on auction sites,
bait-and-switch schemes are just as
dangerous. 



Finally, buying from forums carries a moral
hazard. This is how the moral hazard plays
out. You're keen to buy a domain for a
specific niche, finance, for example. Then
you're duped into a bait-and-switch
scheme, so you become desperate and buy
the premium domain because you don't
think you have any other options. You feel
as if you're up against a brick wall with no
other options.

Many forum domain sellers make
hundreds of dollars per month, so it's no
surprise. A large part of this is due to
buyers becoming desperate. Buyers might
also be impulsive. They believe that a
domain is so appealing that they must
purchase it.

Unfortunately, the only way to determine a
domain’s profitability is to compare them.
When there is just one domain available,
how can you compare? Unsurprisingly,
domain buyers over 50 who visit forums
frequently regret their decision.
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T H E
S M A R T

W A Y  T O
F I N D

A G E D
D O M A I N S

I guess you're starting to worry about buying
domains now that I've led you through the process
of buying old names using the traditional method. It
is pretty easy to be duped. It's all too simple to
waste your money on overpriced and touted
domains that may turn out to be worthless in the
end. 

The Smart Way to 
Find Aged Domains

Chapter 6
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However, the good news is that there is a smart way
to locate old domains. This smart strategy allows
you to avoid forum rip-offs and domain auction rip-
offs. 

So, what's the deal?

06



Make Software
Work for You
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Expired Domain detection tools are more like
an automated version of how individuals
choose names manually. It allows you to look
for expired domains on domain auction sites.
You can search for dead links for individual
domain names. It also allows you to browse
for a list of domains that have been registered
but are no longer active.

There are many online resources available to
you with domain selection software. The tool
saves you time as it automatically calls all of
these resources. However, the difficulty with
most expired domain detection tools is that it
does not guarantee that you will get the best
results.

The majority of them have limited coverage of
auction sites. Some auction sites are covered,
while others are not. This is a significant issue
since, as I previously stated, one of the
problems you will ever face while hunting for
dropped domains to acquire is your own
impulsivity and desperation. 

You might believe that since you've looked at
three auction sites and three forums, things
can't get any better. You may think that these
are the only domains available in your niche.
As a result of your rashness and desperation,
you end yourself paying top cash for what is
essentially a subpar domain.

Since only a few auction sites are
included in most of these software
packages, you will only see a fraction
of the domains that are accessible in
your field.

Another major flaw in most domain
detection tools is that it does not
account for Web 2.0. Web 2.0 domains
are free web pages that individuals
have created over time. Because many
of them have backlinks and SEO
benefits, these domain resources are
pretty powerful. 

When you use domain detection
software that doesn't include Web 2.0,
you'll miss out on a critical component
of your expired domain strategy.
These Web 2.0 properties are also
entirely free, and you'll miss out on all
of that.

Finally, many of these detection tools
do not cover a broad range of domain
quality detection checks. We're talking
domain authority, page rank, backlink
count, Alexa score, and other critical
analytical data sets. These metrics
allow you to evaluate and determine
which aged domain is a potential
money loser and a winner.
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Domain Hunter
Gatherer Software
Is A Wise Choice.

The Domain Hunter Gatherer Software
caught my attention thanks to its exciting
features. The tool was built from the
ground up to address the frequent issues
mentioned above about random aged
domain detection tools.

It’s built to simplify the process of
identifying and purchasing high-quality
expired domains without all of the issues
that most domain detection tools have.

To get started, the tool crawls all of the
major auction sites. Yes, each one of them.
You won't have to second-guess yourself or
feel insecure about your software catching
only a tiny portion of the niche domains
you should be targeting. You'll rest assured
knowing that the Domain Hunter Gatherer
Software has crawled all major auction
sites covering all available domains for the
niche.

Next, the tool will search old Tumblr.com,
Blogspot.com, and Wordpress.com
accounts. It explores many free web 2.0
and blog sites using high-quality SEO
metrics. 
Unlike other tools, you do not miss out on
any free Web 2.0 accounts with the Domain
Hunter Gatherer Software.

D O M A I N
H U N T E R

G A T H E R E R
S O F T W A R E

Another fantastic feature of this software
that piqued my interest is its ability to
discover domains that have slipped
through the gaps. It's essential to keep in
mind that auction sites only display
domains that the auction site or the seller
deems worthy of being listed. If you're in a
highly specialized field, you can miss out on
many high-quality expired domains.

Many domains have been dropped but
aren't mentioned anywhere. Because they
currently have no owner, most of these are
never picked up by auction sites.
Domain Hunter Gatherer Software uses a
variety of quality detection metrics to locate
these domains in your niche. It then allows
you to evaluate these expired domains
based on their age, page rank, number of
backlinks, social shares, Moz score or
domain authority, Majestic backlinks,
Ahrefs statistics, and a lot more.

These are just a few of the metrics Domain
Hunter Gatherer Software provides. The list
of metrics it uses is much longer. You'll rest
assured that whichever expired domain
name you pick up is of high quality when
you use the Domain Hunter Gatherer
quality identification parameters.



Finally, you will receive a completely
functional tool when you purchase this
software. There are no restrictions on how
many times you can use it. Some features
are not disabled. You get a fully functional
tool that you can repeatedly use for an
indefinite period.

I recommend that you take a close look at
Domain Hunter Gatherer Software if you
are serious about increasing your efforts in
building a passive source of income online. 
It eliminates all of your expired domain
purchase issues. It immediately prepares
you to start establishing a PBN network or
a dropped domain business that will
provide you with passive income for years
to come.
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Conclusion
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Thank you for taking the time to download
and read my book. Aged domain traffic is
one of the best-kept secrets in web traffic
production. Take advantage of this highly
profitable source of targeted traffic right
now! The best aspect about this form of
traffic generating is that you'll never run
out of domains because thousands of them
expire every day! 

Start looking for high-quality, relevant
domains in your niche that have all of the
necessary backlinks so that you may take
your internet business to the next level.

Check out Domain Hunter Gatherer today
to start mining expired domain gold in a
smart, simple, and effective manner. 

Best wishes!


